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REVIEWS 

EDUCATION AND LIBERTY. By James B. Conant. Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge. 1953. pp. &-168. $3.00 

This most recat of Dr. Conant's publications is a small volume 
containing the &arm P a g e - B h r  Lectures d e l i v d  by $he author 
at the University d Virginia in 1952. Some sixty pages of notes 
have been added to supplement the comparatively brief text of the 
lectures proper. 

The centrd theme of the & r e  discussions appears in the book's 
subtitle: "The Role of the Schools in a Modern Democracy", or, 
in laymen's language: What is the function of schools in the estab- 
lishment and preservation of democratic liberty. Probably because 
Dr. Conant is not a philosopher but a scien~tist, his approach to the 
problem inches to the faotual and, udmunately, is not infre- 
quently marred by unwarranted assumptions and fanciful interpre- 
tations of both British and American social and historical phenomena. 

'Ke first leoture c d e d  "The Anglo-Saxon ~radirion" consists 
chiefly of a com~arison between the secondary schools of England, 
Scotland, A u s ~ i a ,  and New Zealand and those of the United States. 
From his inquiry, obviously cursory, since he spent but two months 
in Au9tralia and New Zealand, the learned gentleman f m  Har- 
v d  concludes that those of the United States a ~ .  superior because 
they charge no tuition and are sufficient in n u h r  to care for all 
the country's secondaq school age youth. Indeed, the raher lage 
po@m of nonqublic institutions fhri&ing &roughout h e  British 
C o m m a n d &  p u p  both astonished and, to be quite frank, &s- 
moryed him. Such schools, in his opinion, foster what he chooses to 
call "undemocratic" classification, economic inequality, and social 
snobbery. 

Lecture I1 beats of the Amehcan liberal arts college, which, ac- 
cordihg to Dr. Conant, although stemming fnam Oxford and Carn- 
bridge like all other Anglo-Saxon institutions of higher learning 
thoughout the world, has developed into something entirely unique. 
From shools primarily professional in nature, the Amerioan college 
has become almost wholly devoted to general education. Concom- 
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itanely, an even $h-r variant in the American developmental 
process occurred in the shape of an enormous increase in both &e 
number d such colleges and in the size of their respective enmll- 
ments. Prominent among the factors eifecting this twofold evolution 
was, Dr. Conant thinks, the common American delusion (called by 
him a "belief'') that what is beneficial for some is also beneficial for 
all. Needless to say, the author prefers the American practice of 
late, to the British practice of comparatively early, specialization. 
The American way is more "democratic". Specialized studies, al- 
though of coume necessary, tend to classify people. Classification 
is "undemocratic". 

In Lecture 111, entitled "Looking Ahead", Dr. Conant expatiates 
a the American-type comprehensive high school as democratio lib- 
erty's brightest hope and staunchest support. By the term "cum- 
pr&ensive", lay folks should undmand, he means an idrultion which 
provides a course in practically every conceivable area d adolescent 
interest and aptitude f~m soap carving to atomic energy. In this 
dream school, avers the lecturer, all the youth of the community, 
irrespective of sex, race, creed, or socio-economic standing, will gather 
to live, learn, and play together as in one large happy family. H m  
will be found in ideal proportion democracy's need for both unity 
and diversity. Indeed, at &is juncture, the author allows himself 
to be so emotionally carried away with admiration for this largely 
imaginary institution as to assert that "progress" requires all secondary 
schools to conform to its pattern, and, even more amazingly, that 
"The greater the proportion of our youth who fail to attend OUT 

public sdhoals, and who receive their education elsewhere, the greater 
the threat to our national unity". 

This last statement will convey to the reader some indication of 
the sp ih  in which Dr. Conant has conducted his inquiry into *is 
very urgent problem of the relation >&tween schools and liberty. 
Unfortunately, his treatment is not the careful and objective study 
one has a right to expect from a unive~sity president, but a tenden- 
tious, superficial, ramantic apologia for +he Amkcan public schml. 
Actually, the position he assumes bears &king mmnblances to rhat 
pqxmxl for years in the propaganda publications of Teachers Cd-  
lege, Columbia University, and of rhe well~known American public 
school pressure group, the National Education Association. Perhaps 
it is significant rhat Dr. Conant was admitted into the latter body's 
inner circle in 1941, and was given that same Wy's American Edu- 
cation Award in 1947. 

Somewhat o w  four years ago the author of Education and 
Liberty wrote: "A wide diversity of beliefs and the tolerance of this 
diversity have constituted the bedrock of our national unity" (Edu- 
cation in a Divided World, p. 97). The thoughtful reader may 
well wonder what has occurred in so short a perid to provoke the 
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apparently contradictory view exhibited in the present volume in 
the face of that very same diversity. From the earliest colonial days 
non~ublic and religious schools (have constituted an integral and 
highly important element in the educational system of ?he United 
States. The same is true of the British Commonwealth nations. 
L h r t y  and democracy have thriven on them. Of the fifty4ive 
signers of rhe American Declaration of Independence, only one is 
known to have attended the public s~hools. Indeed, up to toe final 
qua* of the nineteenth century, publicly controlled educational 
establidh~mnts played a very minor role in American life. This 
elementary historical fact conviots DF. Conant of a grave error in 
his insinuation that the present proportion of mn-public sc'hoals in 
the United States ( h u t  10 per cent) is a departure from the tradi- 
tional American pattern. The +ruth is quite the wntrary. The 
real innovation is the contemporary government-controlled, mono- 
polistic, secular s~hml.  

On the whole, the views expressed and implied in Education and 
Liberty on the question of schools and democracy, while pretending 
to be democratic, strike this reviewer as dangerously close to outright 
totalitarianism. Unity and uniformity have become Dr. Conant's 
magic watchwords. T%e diversity of opinion which in 1948 he 
regarded as "the bedrock of our national unity" is now a "rhreat". 
His logical next step is to advocate the dimination of a&e "threat" 
by destroying, directly or indirectly, the God-given freedom of parents 
to choose for thei~ c'hildren the kind of education they rhizlk best 
and forcing &em ri la Hitler and Stdin to conform to $he pattern 
prescribed by himself and (his coterie from Columbia and the National 
Education Association. 

EDUCATION OR CHAOS. By Jose M. Hernandez. A pamphlet reprint 
of ten articles previously published singly in The  Manila Times. 
Manila. 1953. pp. 2 -a .  Appendix. 

Dr. Hernandez is to be congratulated on this pamphlet. Likewise 
The Manila Times for having given these ideas space. It is refxeshing 
to hear a man speak out so loudly, so boldly and so well on such 
a vital national topic as tihe educational set-up. 

I suppose that most all who know the facts and who are un- 
prejudiced, will agree wirh his general picture. Regarding the pu- 
blic &ools, Dr. Hernandez maintains that they are engaged in the 
mass production of spiritually, morally and intellectually deficient 
students (what Dr. Hernandez calls "potential hoodlums"), ignor- 


